FAQs @ My Feng Shui Credentials
In other areas of my website, I mention having studied extensively with Master Larry
Sang, founder of the American Feng Shui Institute. My training had been less formal,
until I met him in 1992. Eventually, I became a senior graduate instructor with the
Institute and I have authored several books since.
I have also studied briefly with some other very well-known masters, including Joseph
Yu, Raymond Lo and Gayle Atherton.
I have met the likes of Peter Leung and Yap Cheng Hai and others in the Feng Shui
industry, in addition to voluminous reading and self-study.
I have also benefitted tremendously by my association with Heluo in the Netherlands,
who refrains from calling himself a master, even though he is one of the best.
Studying with a variety of teachers is ultimately the best course of action for any serious
practitioner, although many teachers and schools have different approaches and come
from traditions which contradict other, both in theory and in practice. It is up to the
individual practitioner to experiment, observe and decide for themselves which
applications work best and how they will incorporate them into their own consulting
style.
I stopped keeping track when I had reached over 4,000 clients around 2008, and this is
just to let you know that I have a good amount of experience in documenting the veracity
of Feng Shui and its influence on people. During the 1990’s when Feng Shui was very
trendy in the West, I was often seeing seven to eleven clients per week and this just
fueled my commitment even more, when I saw how predictable people’s environments
were in influencing their lives. All the while skeptics were mocking or refuting Feng
Shui, I was getting concrete feedback and results.
I still advise hundreds of clients per year, including Annual Update reports for existing
clients, since energies at home and work change on a regular basis. I continue on a path
of self-study since the vast body of metaphysics which includes Feng Shui is also
interconnected with and complementary to, many other natural sciences.

